LIX Fall Colloquium
CS Department

ETVC'08: Emerging Trends in Visual Computing

Tuesday 18th November – Thursday 20th November 2008

Welcome Opening
Jean-Marc Steyaert and Frank Nielsen

Pierre Faurre auditorium
Ways to access the X campus

- By dedicated shuttle buses
- By RER B Massy Palaiseau + Bus line 91.06
- By RER B Lozere + hill climbing
- Car (pooling)
Lunches & Banquet, Group picture

• Lunch (scramble): Buy red tickets (10 euros each) please

• Banquet (Restaurant Cote Cours): Take shuttle bus. 7:30pm Wednesday 19th November. Please pay at the reception

• Group picture Wed. 4:00-4:20
Proceedings & Video Proceedings

- Springer LNCS State-of-the-art survey book
  Volume number 5416

- Videolectures.net

- Lecture Notes in Computer Science
  LNCS  LNAI  LNBI
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French national scientific research
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GDR Informatique Mathématique